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Introduction

Invasive cervical cancer (ICC) is still one of our primary

tumor burden in the present country [1]. Screening is an ef-

ficient way to improving the diagnosis and treatment of cer-

vical cancer through assisting the diagnosis of cervical

lesions, especially the early detection of pro-malignant cer-

vical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN.) Although mortality

rates cervical cancer have decreased in China in past

decades [2], there are still about 120,000 new cases every

year. Screening for precancerous lesions and monitoring

prognosis is crucial to reduce morbidity and mortality of

invasive cervical cancer.

CIN1 has three kinds of tendencies: 1) natural outcome;

2) constant; 3) higher level of CIN even invasive cervical

cancer. Clinical intervention and treatment for CIN1 are

blinded because of a lack of predictive means. In recent

years, studies have found that the overexpression of human

chromosome telomerase gene (hTERC) is a biological

marker for cervical cancer [3, 4]. The detection of hTERC

amplification could reveal the specificity of the gene ex-

pression of CIN progression, and could be regarded as a

marker of high grade lesion in the future.

Materials and Methods 

Study population
2499 women aged 30-49 years were screened in a population-

based cervical cancer screening study in Da’qiao town Xiu’shui

county Jiang’xi province. Pathology as the gold standard, 74 CINI

patients first diagnosed by pathological examination were stud-

ied. They average age was 38 years; they were observed by car-

rying the hr-HPV HC2 and hTERC genetic testing to understand

the baseline.

Follow-up
Observed women accepted voluntarily follow-up. Follow-up

for the first time in the first 12 months after screening included hr-

HPV HC2 testing. The second follow-up after screening the first

24 months included hr-HPV HC2, colposcopy + histopathologi-

cal examination.

Methods
hr-HPV HC2 test: cervical cells were collected and used for

high-risk HPV detection with the  Hybrid Capture 2 method ac-

cording to the manufacturer’s instructions. hr-HPV-DNA meas-

ured at > one pg/ml was regarded as a positive result.

FISH detection of hTERC amplification
Dual color site-specific chromosome /centromeric probes

(hTERC/CSP3 DNA) were provided. CSP3 was used as control

probe. The hybridization of the hTERC DNA probe with the chro-

mosome 3 3q 26.3 would show a red fluorescence signal and the

hybridization of CSP3 DNA with the centromere of chromosomeRevised manuscript accepted for publication June 24, 2013
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3 (3p11.1-q11.1) would show a green fluorescence signal. For each

specimen, 100 cells were evaluated. In a normal cell, the signal

ratio of CSP3 to hTERC is 2:2, whereas in abnormal cells the ratio

was 2:3, 2:4, 2:5, 3:3, 4:4, and so on. Therefore, a cell with three

or more hTERC signals, regardless of the signal numbers of CSP3,

would be considered as having an abnormal signal pattern. For a

positive result with hTERC amplification, the percentage of cells

with abnormal signal patterns should be more than the threshold

value. Cervical cells from additional 20 normal individuals, with

both normal cytopathologic test and negative HPV test, were used

to establish the threshold value. The threshold value was mean and

three times standard deviation (SD) of the percentage of cells with

abnormal signal patterns of these 20 specimens. In this study, the

threshold value was 5.84%. Therefore greater than or equal to 6%

by hTERC gene abnormal amplification was considered positive.

Statistical Analysis
For statistical analysis, the row× column chi square test (R× C

χ2) test (SPSS, Version 13) was used to compare the positive rates

between groups. The results were considered to be statistically

significant at a p-value less than 0.05. All the p-values presented

in the present study are two-sided.

Results

CIN1 natural prognosis
Of the 74 CIN1 cases followed-up for 24 months, seven

cases (9.5%) progressed; 25 cases (33.8%) persisted, 42 pa-

tients (56.7%) regressed, five patients developed CIN2, and

two patients developed CIN3.

hTERC amplification in association with CIN1 prognosis
evaluations (Table 1): 

In 74 CIN1 cases, hTERC amplification positive was ob-

served in 23 (31.1%), in positive group progression or per-

sistence cases were 19 (82.6%), regression cases were four

(17.4%) after 24 months. In hTERC amplification negative

group, progression or persistence cases were 13 (25.5%),

and regression cases were 38 (74.5%). There was signifi-

cant difference between positive and negative group (χ2

=21.07, p < 0.001). The risk of CIN1 persistence and pro-

gression in hTERC positive group was 3.24(1.96-5.37)

times higher than that in negative group.

hr-HPV in association with CIN1 prognosis evaluations
(Table 2, 3)

In 74 CIN1 cases, hr-HPV first test positive was observed

in 66 (89.2%), in persistent positive group progression or

persistence cases were 29 (43.9%), and regression cases

were 37 (56.1%) after 24 months. There was no significant

difference between positive and negative groups (p =
0.976).

Hr-HPV test were examined again in all 74 cases after

12 and 24 months, in persistent positive group progression

or persistent cases were 24 of 42 (57.1%), and regression

cases were 18 of 42 (42.9%) after 24 months. There was

significant difference between hr-HPV persistent positive

and turn to negative/persistent negative group (χ2 = 7.645,

p = 0.006). The risk of CIN1 persistence and progression in

persistent positive group was 2.29 (1.19-4.40) times higher

than that in turn to negative/persistent negative group.

hTERC amplification combined with initial test of hr-HPV
in association with CIN1 prognosis evaluations (Table 4):

Analysis of 74 cases case hTERC gene and the initial test

of hr-HPV, in both positive group progression or persistent

cases were 18 of 21 (85.7% and regression cases were three

of 21 (42.9%). There was significant difference between

both positive and both negative group (χ2 = 4.544, p =

0.033). The risk of CIN1 persistence and progression in

both positive group was 2.29 (0.92-5.69) times higher than

both negative groups.

Table 1. — Predictive validity of hTERC amplification in
CIN1 prognosis.
hTERC Follow-up result of CIN1 RR 95%CI

Progression/ Regression

persistence

Positive 19 4 3.24 1.96-5.37

Negative 13 38 0.23 0.09-0.58

Total 32 42

Table 2. — Predictive validity of initial test of hr-HPV in
CIN1 prognosis.
HR-HPV Follow-up result of CIN1 RR 95%CI

Progression/ Regression

persistence

Positive 29 37 1.17 0.46-2.99

Negative 3 5 0.90 0.50-1.60

Total 32 42

Table 3. — Predictive validity of test of hr-HPV in CIN1
prognosis.
HR-HPV Follow-up result of CIN1 RR 95%CI

Progression/ Regression

persistence

Persistent positive 24 18 2.29 1.19-4.40

Ture to Negative 5 19
0.57 0.38-0.86

Persistent Negative 3 5

Total 32 42

Table 4. — Predictive validity of hTERC amplification
combined with initial test of hr-HPV in CIN1 prognosis
hTERC HR-HPV Follow-up result of CIN1 RR 95%CI

Progression/ Regression

persistence

Positive positive 18 3 2.29 0.92-5.69

Either positive 11 34 0.65 0.23-1.83

Negative negative 3 5 1 —

Total 32 42
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Discussion

In this study, hTERC amplification positive rate was

31.1% in 74 cases of CIN1, higher than other studies [5, 6].

It may be related to the fact that the study population was

concentrated in cervical cancer high incidence areas of

Jiangxi province. Many scholars have studied the hTERC

gene amplification in association with cervical lesions [7, 8],

but it has not been reported to be applied to predict the pro-

gression of cervical precancerous lesions in prospective

study. In this study, hTERC gene was tested once and hr-

HPV was tested three times; 56.1% of cases regressed,

43.9% of cases progressed or persisted after 24 months non-

intervention follow-up. There was significant difference be-

tween hTERC amplification positive and negative groups in

one-time test. However there was no significant difference

between positive and negative groups in hr-HPV first test.

Hr-HPV test were examined again after 12 and 24 months

and there was significant difference between persistent pos-

itive and turn to negative/persistent negative group. There-

fore hr-HPV as a means of detecting cervical precancerous

lesions progress, requires longer-term follow-up and moni-

toring, but it faces many problems: lost at follow-up, high

cost, and technique updates [9]. In this study there were 19

cases (19/23) in positive group; the RR value of hTERC gene

positive predictive CIN1 was 3.24 (1.96-5.37) better than

that of hr-HPV persistent positive 2.29 (1.19-4.40). From the

results, it can be concluded that hTERC genetic testing as a

individual test to predict disease progression is superior to

the continuous test of hr-HPV and its specificity is worthy of

recognition. hTERC gene overexpression could predict CIN1

natural prognosis individually.

Some studies indicated genomic integration of oncogenic

hr-HPV and gain of the human telomerase gene TERC ap-

pear to be important associated genetic events in the pro-

gression of uterine cervical dysplasia to invasive cancer

[10, 11]. The present findings demonstrated that 85.7% pa-

tients of hTERC combined with initial test of hr-HPV that

both positively progressed or persisted, had a significant

difference in both negative groups. Although oncogenic hr-

HPV and gain of hTERC maybe associated with the pro-

gression of cervical dysplasia to invasive cancer, detection

of hTERC amplification may be a useful test to predict

CIN1 natural prognosis individually.
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